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The Lexus brand originated from a clandestine project initiated by its parent company Toyota
Motor Corporation, and it proved to be a most lucrative endeavor. Launched in the United States
in with two luxury sedans and a commitment to pursue perfection, the brand has since greatly
expanded its vehicle line-up to meet the needs of its now global luxury customer base. Lexus
has certainly earned a well-deserved reputation over the years for turning out utterly refined
luxury vehicles but, like with all other automobiles, eventually parts need to be replaced or
upgraded. At 1A Auto, it is our mission to supply you with the right parts you need to keep your
Lexus car or SUV working in tip top shape, at a great discount. Simply put, if you are in need of
a replacement part for your Lexus vehicle, you've come to the right place. You'll find a large
selection of new, high quality aftermarket Lexus auto parts, including headlights, taillights, fuel
pumps, mirrors, door handles, alternators, radiators, and more, as well as genuine OEM
replacement parts - the very same ones you would receive if purchased from your local dealer,
but without the inflated cost. However, we don't only just sell replacement Lexus parts online
here at 1A Auto; we also carry a selection of new and performance parts such as high flow air
filters for your Lexus vehicle as well. Our product development team spends over 8, hours a
year researching the best Lexus auto parts, and they are carefully selected by our trained
engineers so you can rest assured that you are getting the correct, high quality part you need
for your car or SUV, at a discount price. If we wouldn't put the part in our own vehicles, we won't
sell them to anyone else. Don't overpay for Lexus parts and save yourself from a lot of potential
headaches by shopping at 1A Auto. You can shop for all of your Lexus car and SUV parts online
and buy safely and securely right here on our website, or you can call our customer service toll
free at if you have any questions about any of our parts, or to buy over the phone. With over
years combined experience, 1A Auto's customer service representatives are the most qualified
to answer your questions about all of our new, aftermarket, genuine OEM , and performance
Lexus car and SUV parts. Our representatives answer And, in the unlikely case that you are
unhappy with your Lexus auto part for any reason, 1A Auto also offers the only No Hassle
return policy for unused items in the industry. Simply put, our competitors can't beat the 1A
Advantage. Don't just take it from us - take it from over 50, satisfied customers! Look no further
than 1A Auto for your aftermarket, original equipment OE replacement, new and performance
Lexus auto parts and get your car or SUV the new parts it needs today from Lexus enthusiasts
just like you! If you happen to be an enthusiastic Lexus owner, have a deep passion for Lexus
vehicles, or just want to learn more about the automobile manufacturer, continue reading below
for a detailed look at the brand's history and some of its past and present models. Lexus is the
luxury vehicle division of the Japanese automotive manufacturer Toyota Motor Corporation.
First launched in the United States in , the Lexus marque soon became associated with luxury,
quality, reliability, and unparalleled customer satisfaction. Lexus is now sold all over the world
and has become Japan's largest-seller of premium automobiles while maintaining its position in
the upper echelon of the top-selling luxury vehicles in not only the U. Origin 2. Growing and
Expanding the Brand 3. Lexus Today. In the s, the opportunity for Japanese automotive
manufacturers like Toyota to export bigger, more expensive vehicles had grown due to a
voluntary export restraint agreement negotiated by the Japanese and US governments in ,
which limited the number of mainstream vehicles that the Japanese could export to the US
annually. This, however, opened the door for Japan to be able to export luxury cars with less
hassle. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the possibility and gauge the receptivity of
creating a luxury vehicle for the American market that would rival the best in the world. In ,
researchers from Toyota traveled to the United States to conduct focus groups and market
research in order to discover what American drivers wanted in regards to a luxury vehicle. F1
engineers were also busy building and testing prototype vehicles in locations ranging from the
autobahn in Germany to roads in the US. When research was complete, the conclusion was that
a separate division was needed to present its new vehicle. Plans were then made to create a
new network of dealerships in the US market and, after much debate Lexus was eventually
selected as the name of the new luxury vehicle brand. After an extended development process,
the F1 project was finally completed in The result was its flagship sedan, which would become
known as the Lexus LS The LS featured a unique design that shared no major elements with
previous Toyota vehicles, unlike the first Acura models that had reached US markets three
years prior, which were just rebadged Hondas. The car was widely praised, although there was
certainly no shortage of critics either amongst automobile critics. The luxury cars went on sale
to the American public later in the year and were a big hit with consumers, instantly
establishing customer loyalty while providing quite the jolt to luxury competitors like BMW and
Mercedes-Benz. Only a few months after launch, the brand initiated a voluntary recall of all of
the LS cars that had been sold up until that time, based upon two customer complaints that it
had received in regards to defective wiring and an overheated brake light. In response to these

complaints, the company sent technicians to pick up affected vehicles, repair the defective
parts, and return the cars to customers free of charge. It also flew in personnel and rented
garage space for affected owners in remote locations. All of this was done over the course of 20
days, and the response was raved about by those in the media, helping to establish the
marque's reputation for customer service early on. The Lexus brand had been introduced to the
world! In , the company began exporting cars in limited numbers to other countries, including
the United Kingdom and Canada, in order to begin expanding the brand globally and increase
sales outside of the United States. More industry awards were bestowed upon both vehicles. In ,
the brand introduced its first luxury performance sedan, the Lexus GS That same year, the
company also unveiled a certified pre-owned program CPO , with the aim of improving trade in
model values, becoming one of the first car brands to do so. The company also expanded into
South America, launching in Brazil that same year. The brand also entered the motorsport arena
for the first in as well, an arena it still participates in to this day. Quite the list of
accomplishments for a brand that was just around a decade old. The start of the new
millennium brought with it the launch of the entry-level Lexus IS luxury sports sedan. In , Lexus
updated its classic SC model, turning it into a hardtop convertible. In , the company released
the luxurious and rugged Lexus GX and, in , it released a hybrid-powered version of its RX
crossover, the Lexus RX h. In , the brand was organizationally separated from its parent
company, Toyota. This move was made to coincide with the introduction of the brand to its
home-market Japan that same year. By doing so, it became the first Japanese luxury car
marque to launch in its country of origin. The brand was also launched in China that same year,
further increasing its global expansion into major world markets. By the end of the decade, the
company had expanded into over 70 countries across six continents, and continues to grow. In ,
the marque began selling its second hybrid vehicle, the Lexus GS h. A premium hybrid sedan,
the Lexus LS h L, went on sale in It was the first full V8 hybrid vehicle in the world, marking
another automotive industry first achieved by the brand. In , Lexus launched a new F marque
performance division, which would produce racing-inspired versions of its performance
models. The first vehicle in its new high-performance division was the Lexus IS F sports sedan,
followed by the world-class Lexus LFA supercar, which began selling in the United States in By
the end of the decade, Lexus ranked as the fourth-largest premium vehicle marque in the world
by volume. It had also been the top selling luxury vehicle brand in the US for ten consecutive
years, with an eleventh following its decade of dominance. However, it would get knocked off of
that perch as a result of a terrible tragedy. In March , a massive earthquake and subsequent
tsunami hit the country of Japan, causing massive damage to the country. Toyota had to shutter
a number of its manufacturing facilities in the country as a result, causing a severe disruption to
Lexus' Japan-based production lines. Due to the substantial drop in sales in the US market as a
result of this event, Lexus lost its position there as the top-selling premium vehicle brand to
BMW in , followed by Mercedes-Benz in Today, the brand features an extremely broad line-up of
vehicles that ranges from sedans to convertibles and SUVs to hybrids. It has expanded over the
years to meet the changing needs of its global luxury consumers. Lexus vehicles continue to
emphasize design and build quality, reliability, luxury and comfort while the company also
strives to provide the ultimate in customer service to satisfy its customers and encourage
loyalty to the brand. Its relentless pursuit of perfection has resulted in Lexus vehicles
outperforming other automotive manufacturers in industry ratings many times over the course
of its existence, a reputation it works hard to protect. Orders ship same day when ordered by
2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the
highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards.
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your
vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Shop by Make. CTh Parts. ES
Parts. ESh Parts. GS F Parts. GSt Parts. GS Parts. GSh Parts. GX Parts. HSh Parts. IS-F Parts.
ISt Parts. IS Parts. LC Parts. LCh Parts. LS Parts. LSh Parts. LX Parts. NXt Parts. NX Parts. NXh
Parts. RC F Parts. RCt Parts. RC Parts. RX Parts. RXL Parts. RXh Parts. RXhL Parts. SC Parts.
UX Parts. UXh Parts. Need Lexus Parts? Overview Lexus is the luxury vehicle division of the
Japanese automotive manufacturer Toyota Motor Corporation. Contents 1. Lexus Today Origin
In the s, the opportunity for Japanese automotive manufacturers like Toyota to export bigger,
more expensive vehicles had grown due to a voluntary export restraint agreement negotiated by
the Japanese and US governments in , which limited the number of mainstream vehicles that
the Japanese could export to the US annually. Growing and Expanding the Brand In , the
company began exporting cars in limited numbers to other countries, including the United

Kingdom and Canada, in order to begin expanding the brand globally and increase sales
outside of the United States. Lexus Today By the end of the decade, Lexus ranked as the
fourth-largest premium vehicle marque in the world by volume. Lexus is a registered trademark
of Toyota Motor Corporation. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA
Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use
Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before
proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year The Lexus UX is an unusual
subcompact luxury crossover, but, despite its hatchback-like proportions, it's also an
appropriately classy and surprisingly sporty offering. Its diminutive size and lower price tag
place it below the Lexus NX as the company's smallest crossover. In fact, the UX is the smallest
model in the Lexus showroom. This means limited cargo capacity and passenger space
compared with its competitors, but its low center of gravity contributes to impressive
athleticism that helps make the UX fun to drive. Unfortunately, its standard four-cylinder engine
and available hybrid powertrain both have poky acceleration and produce coarse noises. The
latter benefits from a new adjustable rear cargo board that increases its cargo capacity from 17
cubic feet to 22 cubes. All models now come standard with blind-spot monitoring and rear
cross-traffic alert. Fans of Autumn Shimmer and Silver Lining Metallic will be disappointed to
hear that both paint colors are no longer available. Lexus also says it has improved the
accelerator response on the UXh. We think the hybrid UXh is the one to get because of its
standard all-wheel-drive system and better fuel economy in the city; we'd go with the F Sport
version that brings a sportier suspension, more supportive front seats, and a slick-looking
gauge clusterâ€”among other enhancements. Of the two available packages, we'd pick the
Premium option that includes heated front seats, rain-sensing windshield wipers, better interior
materials, and a sunroof. Finally, we'd recommend adding a head-up display, heated steering
wheel, power liftgate, and wireless charging. The Lexus UX is available with either a
gas-powered or a hybrid powertrain paired with a continuously variable automatic transmission
CVT. However, only the hybrid UXh offers all-wheel drive; the regular UX is front-drive only. The
latter uses a hp turbocharged four-cylinder engine. The UX we tested needed a lengthy 8. While
the UXh hybrid version we tested makes horsepower, it had equally unimpressive acceleration.
Thankfully, both had great steering feel and quiet refinement endearing enough to help make up
for their lack of quickness. An F Sport package brings performance-oriented upgrades such as
a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels on run-flat tires, and exclusive interior and exterior
appointments. The hybridized UX is better suited to saving fuel when driving around town, with
an EPA-estimated 41 mpg city and 38 mpg highway. The gas-only model is rated at 29 mpg in
the city and 37 mpg on the highway. We tested both versions on our mph highway
fuel-economy test routeâ€”part of our extensive testing regimen â€”to see how they perform in
the real world. The UX earned 35 mpg highway while the UXh only earned 31 mpg, both lower
than advertised. Inside, Lexus ensures that passengers know this is a luxury vehicle thanks to
an attractive layout and posh materials. It also boasts a bunch of standard features that
includes dual-zone climate control and power-adjustable front seats. The experience can be
elevated with options such as heated and ventilated front seats, a head-up display, and snazzier
materials. While the back seat is far from spacious, it's also not as cramped as one might
expect. Unfortunately, the cargo area behind those seats is pretty small and it's even smaller on
hybrid models. We managed to fit four carry-on suitcases back there on the regular UX, but we
could cram an extra three carry-ons in the rear of the BMW X1. The little Lexus also can be
enhanced with numerous options that include a larger While we appreciate this amount of
content, the infotainment system is often frustrating to operate with its unintuitive touchpad
controller and other illogical controls. Every model is also equipped with standard
driver-assistance technology. Key safety features include:. Lexus provides a competitive limited
warranty and an even better powertrain warranty. The automaker also includes a short period of
complimentary scheduled maintenance. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. View Photos. By Eric Stafford. Jessica Lynn Walker Car and Driver.
More on the Lexus UX. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Lexus. The signature Lexus spindle-grille complements
unique lighting configurations, while compact engineering gives the LC its low bonnet. With a 5.
The ergonomic intelligence of the cockpit gives you the confidence to enjoy spirited driving.
The controls and displays are intuitively positioned, right where you need them. While
frequently used controls, such as Drive Mode Select are naturally close to hand on the steering
wheel. Drag to rotate vehicle. Request an online video appointment to talk with one of our

specialists to help you choose the Lexus that is right for you. For the full experience, please
activate the "Access to movement and orientation" function by clicking on the image below. The
model above is not representative of the range. Located beside the steering wheel, Drive Mode
Select lets you refine the car's performance to suit conditions and your mood. Reducing the
need to look away from the road ahead, driving data is projected in brilliant colour directly onto
the windscreen. To reduce eye movement and potential distraction, all important instruments
and displays are positioned close to your view of the road ahead. Controls used frequently, are
concentrated around the steering wheel. The extra large high definition Its split-screen
capability allows you to simultaneously access information, such as Lexus Premium Navigation
and climate data. A machined aluminium accelerator pedal, brake pedal, and large footrest with
an anodized aluminium finish gives away the true sports performance at your disposal. The
Road Sign Assist RSA system on the new LC recognises traffic signs using the windscreen
mounted camera, and provides information to the driver in the multi-information display. RSA
can detect signs that are compliant with the Vienna Convention including electroluminescent
and flashing signs. Receiving data from a sensor installed in each tyre, the multi-information
display tracks tyre pressure data and warns accordingly should pressure drop in one or more
tyres. Climate Concierge adjusts cabin, seat and steering wheel temperatures. As well as to the
strong passenger safety cell, occupant protection is provided by eight airbags. The driver and
front passenger are protected by two-stage head airbags, as well as knee and side airbags.
Curtain shield airbags run the full length of both cabin sides. All seatbelts are also specified
with pre-tensioners. Beautifully stitched leather seats offer the best possible combination of
support and comfort. LC Chief Engineer Sato himself was involved in developing this new
design that went through a total of 50 test cycles. Air ducts in both the front bumper and side
skirting feed air into the rear wheel arches, so the airstream exits across the sidewalls of all four
tyres to increase straight-line stability and steering response. It independently controls front
and rear steering angles, to offer sharper response, stability, improved handling and overall
agility when cornering. To create a strong body frame, non-deforming LC parts are made of
ultra-high tensile strength steel, while lightweight aluminium is used for door, boot and bonnet
panels. Additionally, strong yet lightweight Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic is used for
components like the roof and door frames. This ultra-compact LED triple-projector headlight
unit was specially developed to allow an exceptionally short front overhang on the new LC,
crucial for high-speed handling. Activated by sensors mounted in the front bumper, should you
collide with a pedestrian, the Pop Up Hood slightly raises the level of the bonnet to give more
space between it and the hard components of the engine underneath. This reduces the risk of
injuries to the pedestrian. The LC has a clamshell design that features a valve that stays closed
at low speeds to minimise sound. When you accelerate, the valve opens to improve engine
output and make some serious noise. The boot lock integrates seamlessly in the rear light
moulding. The Rear Cross Traffic Alert function uses Blind Spot Monitor radar to detect vehicles
approaching the area behind the vehicle in a car park. When necessary, it alerts you with a
buzzer and a visual display in the door mirrors. Radar devices mounted in the rear bumper
detect vehicles in adjacent lanes that are not visible in the door mirrors. If the driver is
indicating to change lane and a vehicle enters the blind spot, a warning signal appears in the
relevant door mirror s. To make parking even easier, sensors in the rear bumper link with an
in-car beeper to warn of obstacles in your way. The beeper can be turned off when not required.
Engage reverse and the view behind the LC is relayed to the With the exterior styling based on
LC coupe, the convertible retains excellent aerodynamic performance and optimal weight
distribution, incorporating functional beauty into the design. Discover the best offers for the
Luxury Lexus LC. These figures may not reflect real-life driving results. CO 2 figures and hence
car tax and recommended "on the road" prices may differ from information printed before 1
April , due to a change in the official method of calculation. Please visit Choice of options and
accessories fitted pre-registration may affect the official CO 2 figures, car tax and "on the road"
price. Discover the LC from all angles. Explore a life of luxury with the LC. Explore the exclusive
features and flawless finish of the LC interior. Lexus LC: The Vision. Get used car pricing with
new car benefits by choosing a Lexus Certified Used Vehicle. Use our quick online tool to get an
estimate on the vehicle you are trading in. Why Butler Lexus of South Atlanta? Butler Lexus of
South Atlanta offers many benefits exclusive to our dealership. Check them out and see why
you should purchase from us. Current Offers Get this months latest offers for leased and
financed vehicles as well as incentives direct from the manufacturer. I honestly waited a few
weeks before reviewing just waiting for something to go wrong. This was the easiest and fastest
buying experience by far. Read at Google. I had the best experience buying a car at this place.
Marvin is a great guy, honest, and helpful also he served in military. Give him a shot when
you're planning to buy a nice reliable car. Earnest professionalism is outstanding. Let him know

what you are looking for he will make that deal for you. My vehicle was shipped i was informed
from the time I signed paperwork till my vehicle was delivered. If I'm in the market of buying
again It will definitely be with Earnest Ousley. Read at DealerRater. Javon Shaw was omitted on
first review. Big ups to this Young Man. Delivery Specialist. Excellent Customer Care. Extremely
satisfied.. Made sure I understood everything. We would love to welcome you to the Butler
Lexus of South Atlanta family! Our expert technicians have received hundreds of hours of
training to ensure that they know your exact Lexus vehicle inside and out. Come find the perfect
car at the best price with the help of our sales and finance department! We want you to take
home the luxury, technology, and essence of Lexus in Atlanta at a competitive rate. Experience
amazing. Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Terms available on approved
credit to only very well-qualified customers through participating Lexus dealers and Lexus
Financial Services LFS. The amount and percentage of any down payment vary with your credit
qualifications. No down payment required if qualified for advertised offer. Dealer contribution
may vary and could affect price. Individual dealer prices, other terms and offers may vary. See
your participating Lexus dealer for details. Valid on a new RX Terms available on approved
credit to only very well-qualified lessees through participating dealers and Lexus Financial
Services LFS. Dealer contribution may vary and could affect lease payment. Disposition fee may
be due at lease end. This offer cannot be combined with Lexus Cash. See your participating
Lexus dealer for restrictions and exclusions. Valid on a new IS Valid on a new NX View
Inventory. Value Your Trade-In Use our quick online tool to get an estimate on the vehicle you
are trading in. Appraise My Car. Apply Now. Learn More. View Offers. Our Reviews Google Feb
13, Google Jan 28, Give him a shot when you're planning to buy a nice reliable car Read at
Google. DealerRater Oct 17, DealerRater Aug 29, Made sure I understood everything Read at
DealerRater. Read All Reviews. Find Your Vehicle Close. Search By Keyword Search:. Year
Make Model. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose How To Share:
share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text.
Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! Butler Lexus of South Atlanta However, our
sales teams will be operating remotely and are still available for virtual consultations and phone
sales appointments. To book a virtual sales appointment please click here. Our service and
maintenance workshops remain open for customers who have a pre-booked appointment. The
health and safety of our customers and staff is important to us so we kindly request all visitors
observe the social distancing rules in place and follow instructions from staff and on the
signage throughout the building. Please note face mask are compulsory in the showroom. For
more information on how we are protecting our staff and customer see statement here. Request
an online video appointment to talk with one of our specialists to help you choose the Lexus
that is right for you. Lexus Leeds is a state-of-the-art Lexus Centre, designed to offer new and
existing Lexus owners the opportunity to experience amazing. Each member of the Lexus team
here is knowledgeable, friendly and hi
chevy malibu images
2013 ford raptor parts
oldsmobile ciera 1996
ghly trained, so you'll always get a warm welcome. Call in or get in touch and enjoy the
complete Lexus experience, from our award-winning service using genuine parts, to the
extraordinary Lexus hybrid range. Reliability survey, claiming the top spot for cars aged up to
five years old, with an Experience Amazing with a Lexus test drive, choose a vehicle, location
and length of your choice. Indemnities may be required. Lexus Financial Services. Authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Finance subject to status to over 18s. Other
finance offers are available but cannot be used in conjunction with this offer. Offer may be
varied or withdrawn at any time. Lexus Centres are independent of Lexus Financial Services.
Participating Lexus Centres. Terms and conditions apply. Contact Form. Centre Information.
Today: - Showroom opening times Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday - Friday Saturday - Sunday - Workshop opening times Monday - Sunday Closed. Read more Read less.

